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NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the City Council will conduct a Special Meeting on Thursday,
May 21, 2020, at 4:00 p.m. Pursuant to Governor Newsom’s Executive Order N-29-20, members of
the public may participate in this meeting via electronic means; said meeting being called pursuant
to Section 54957 of the Government Code of the State of California for the purpose of considering
the following matter:
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OPEN SESSION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
Public comment is permitted only on items included on the posted agenda. In an effort to protect
public health and prevent the spread of COVID-19 (Coronavirus), the City Council encourages the
public to participate in this meeting virtually via Zoom at: https://zoom.us/j/94875947017 if you
will be utilizing this application’s video feature. If you do not have the ability to utilize the Zoom
video feature and would like to make a live verbal public comment, please call the City Clerk’s office
at 909-866-5832 on Thursday morning prior to and/or during the Council meeting. At that time, the
City Clerk’s office will request speaker information and then provide you with the Zoom
teleconference participation instructions.
Please note that the City Council is making efforts to follow the spirit and intent of the Brown Act
and other applicable laws regulating the conduct of public meetings, in order to maximize
transparency and public access. If you are unable to participate via Zoom and/or teleconference,
please watch the meeting live on the City of Big Bear Lake’s website at www.citybigbearlake.com
or on Spectrum Cable Channel 182. If you will be participating via Zoom and would like to make a
public comment, please note that all comments shall not exceed two (2) minutes.
1. DISCUSSION & ACTION ITEMS
1.1

IMPACT OF COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS ON BIG BEAR LAKE BUSINESSES
AND RESIDENTS
City Council will consider the impact of COVID-19 restrictions imposed by the Governor,
in both the short-term and the long-term, will consider strategies to mitigate these impacts,
and may take action to mitigate these impacts.

ADJOURNMENT
I hereby certify under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that the foregoing agenda
was posted in accordance with the applicable legal requirements. Dated this 20th day of May, 2020.

Erica Stephenson, City Clerk
The City of Big Bear Lake wishes to make all of its public meetings accessible to the public. If you need special
assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (909) 866-5832. Notification
prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to this meeting.

MEETING
DATE:

May 21, 2020

TO:

Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

FROM:

Frank A. Rush, Jr., City Manager
Stephen Deitsch, City Attorney

SUBJECT:

Impact of COVID-19 Restrictions on Big Bear Lake Businesses and Residents

ACTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED
The City Council will consider the impact of COVID-19 restrictions imposed by the Governor,
in both the short-term and the long-term, will consider strategies to mitigate these impacts, and
may take action to mitigate these impacts.
BACKGROUND
The City has diligently implemented Governor Newsom’s Statewide COVID-19 restrictions for
the past 10 weeks. These restrictions successfully limited the spread of COVID-19 and enabled
local and regional health care systems to effectively manage COVID-19, but have resulted in
significant economic and social harm in our community.
The City has drafted a Plan for the Safe, Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake. The City Plan
was drafted by staff, reviewed by Council, improved by a broad committee of community and
business leaders, reviewed again by Council, and unanimously adopted by Council on May 11.
The City sent a letter to Governor Newsom, with the Plan attached, on May 13 seeking authority
to implement the City’s plan. As of May 20, the Governor has not responded to the City’s request.
Notably and deliberately, the City’s Plan does not distinguish between different types of
businesses, and would allow ALL businesses to operate with limited occupancy, distancing, face
coverings, and hygiene measures.
The City remains under the Governor’s “Early Stage 2” restrictions, which allow essential
businesses to operate, restaurants to offer take-out and delivery, all other retail businesses in Big
Bear Lake to operate for curbside pickup only (as a result of the City’s interpretation of the
Governor’s restrictions), certain service businesses to operate, allow vacation rentals to be
occupied by household units (as a result of the County’s interpretation of the Governor’s
restrictions), and other limited activities. Notably for Big Bear Lake, the “Early Stage 2”
restrictions do not allow indoor seating at restaurants, do not allow other retail activities in the
City’s stores, and do not allow traditional lodging facilities to operate. Council should note that
indoor restaurant seating and other retail activities would be allowed in “Later Stage 2”, but that
traditional lodging facilities are not permitted to operate until “Stage 3” under the Governor’s
restrictions.

The City fully supports efforts by San Bernardino County to secure approval to implement its own
restrictions via a County variance or other approval. San Bernardino County expects to formally
request a variance, by mid-next week, that would enable our County to move more quickly than
the Statewide restrictions. The County is still working through difficulties in complying with some
of the variance criteria, and it is not certain if / when they can meet these criteria and/or when the
variance may be granted. It is likely that the County will not have authority to move more quickly
than Statewide restrictions until sometime in June.
The City’s businesses and their employees (many of whom are our residents) are struggling
significantly under the Governor’s restrictions, and there continues to be significant frustration
with the Governor’s restrictions. It is likely that some of our businesses will not survive these
restrictions, and that our entire community will also suffer as a result.
As noted recently, COVID-19 appears to be manageable in the Big Bear Valley and in San
Bernardino County:


there have been no COVID-19 deaths in the Big Bear Valley,



there have only been 9 total cases in our area and many have recovered,



there have only been 3 new cases in the Big Bear Valley in the last month,



there remains more than adequate capacity in the local and regional health care systems,



there is adequate testing available to those who seek it,



contact tracing has been completed for already confirmed cases in the Big Bear Valley.



the City has committed to fund antibody testing when a reliable test becomes available,
and



the City has also committed to fund contact tracing for any future confirmed cases if
necessary.

DISCUSSION
The City has been working hard since mid-April to enable our community to reopen in a safe,
responsible manner, and has pursued multiple strategies in an effort to move forward with the
Governor’s and/or County’s approval. In a nutshell, we’ve tried just about everything up to this
point. Unfortunately, none of these efforts have been fruitful. The City remains under the
Governor’s Statewide restrictions and is expected to remain under these restrictions for the
foreseeable future.
After numerous discussions with the City Attorney, it now appears that the only legally
defensible, minimal risk strategy for our community is the issuance of the following statement to
our community:

“City Will Not Enforce Governor’s Orders, Encourages All Business and
Residents to Maintain 6 Feet of Separation, Wear Face Coverings, and Practice
Good Hygiene as Outlined in City Plan
Governor Newsom has enacted Statewide restrictions in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, and the City of Big Bear Lake has communicated these restrictions to our
community since March 13 (now nearly 10 weeks ago). As a result of the community’s
diligence in adhering to these restrictions, combined with the isolated geography and
unique natural environment of Big Bear Lake, COVID-19 has been and continues to be
manageable in the Big Bear Valley. Thankfully, the incidence of COVID-19 in the Big
Bear Valley has remained low for the duration of the COVID-19 event.
The incidence of COVID-19 remains low, sufficient capacity exists within local and
regional health care systems, testing is readily available, and contact tracing is
underway and will continue. Although COVID-19 continues to pose a threat to our
community, the risk appears to be manageable at this time. As a result of the
Governor’s restrictions, the vast majority of local businesses have essentially been
closed for the past 10 weeks, resulting in significant and continuing economic and
social harm in our community. Tourism-dependent businesses have been especially
harmed.
The Governor continues to implement Statewide restrictions in most areas of California,
including San Bernardino County and the Big Bear Valley. The City has formally
requested permission from the Governor to implement its own Plan for the Safe,
Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake, but has not received a response,
unfortunately. Although the Governor has indicated that more counties may be granted
additional authority to relax restrictions, it does not appear that these restrictions will be
adjusted in San Bernardino County (for application in Big Bear Lake) in any significant
way in the near term. The City Council continues to have serious concerns about the
Governor’s approach, and is deeply concerned for the future of Big Bear Lake. The
City has no legal responsibility to enforce the Governor’s restrictions, and is hereby
referring all Big Bear Lake businesses to the Governor’s Resilience Roadmap . Future
inquiries, complaints, and concerns regarding the Governor’s orders should be directed
to the Governor’s office and/or the California Department of Public Health, as the City
intends to no longer be involved in the communication or enforcement of the
Governor’s orders. Businesses and residents should take responsibility for their own
actions, should thoughtfully consider the Governor’s orders and the risks associated
with their specific circumstances (including health, legal, financial, and licensing), and
act accordingly. Risks of reopening certain businesses contrary to the Governor’s
orders might include loss of State licenses applicable to certain businesses, among
others. The most vulnerable members of our community should continue to take special
precautions, and limit interactions with others to the maximum extent practical.
With the Memorial Day holiday weekend nearly upon us, and increased visitation
expected this summer, the City continues to encourage all of our businesses and
residents to exercise physical distancing (maintain 6 feet of separation), wear face
coverings, and engage in proper personal hygiene where and when
appropriate. Additionally, the City has developed a Plan for the Safe, Responsible

Reopening of Big Bear Lake and endorsed “Business Guidelines and Best Practices”
developed by community business leaders. In any event, the City expects that all
businesses will abide by the health and safety measures set forth in the Plan and the
Guidelines whenever they re-open for business.
The City continues to await a response from the Governor, and intends to enforce the
City’s Plan if / when the Governor grants the City the authority to do so. The City’s
Plan represents a safe, fair, and effective strategy tailored to meet the needs of OUR
community, and we look forward to implementing that Plan in the future.”
Under this statement, the City would simply defer all communications and enforcement
responsibility for the Governor’s restrictions to the State of California. The City is under no
legal obligation to enforce the Governor’s restrictions, and would not do so.
There may also be other strategies to mitigate the impact of the Governor’s COVID-19
restrictions on our businesses and residents, and Council may also consider other actions. Based
on work completed by the City Manager and City Attorney in recent weeks, we believe that all
other potential strategies pose higher risk to the City (legal, financial, intergovernmental
relations) than the draft statement noted above.
FISCAL IMPACT
There is significant fiscal impact on the City, our businesses, and our entire community due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and the Governor’s restrictions. The exact impacts are difficult to quantify,
and will only continue to increase the longer the Governor’s restrictions remain in place.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
None.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that Council thoughtfully consider the impacts on the City’s businesses and
residents, and consider appropriate action to mitigate the impacts.

Attachments:
1. May 13 letter to Governor Newsom
2. Plan for the Safe, Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake.

PO Box 10000

39707 Big Bear Boulevard Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
909-866-5832 www.citybigbearlake.com

May 13, 2020
Governor Gavin Newsom
Office of the Governor
State Capital
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: “Plan for the Safe, Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake”
Dear Governor Newsom:
The City of Big Bear Lake hereby requests your thoughtful consideration of the City’s request to implement
the attached “Plan for the Safe, Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake” (the “Plan”) for the Big Bear
Valley (the “Valley”) region of San Bernardino County.
The City has worked hard in recent weeks to craft the attached Plan, with helpful input from community
members, business leaders, County officials, our other governmental partners, and many others. We
believe this Plan represents the most effective approach to keep our residents, second homeowners,
investors, businesses, and visitors safe while salvaging our local economy, preserving the livelihoods of our
residents, and maintaining the social fabric of our community. The Big Bear Valley has been fortunate to
avoid the significant health impacts from COVID-19, and we now need your approval to implement the
attached Plan to save our community from catastrophic economic and social collapse as a result of this
unprecedented event.
Our Community – Isolated But Close, And Large Enough To Be Our Own County
The City of Big Bear Lake is the commercial and cultural center of the Big Bear Valley, a large forested
area of San Bernardino County atop the San Bernardino Mountains at an elevation of 6,700 feet +. The
Valley is isolated from large suburban areas to the southwest, located nearly one hour away via long,
winding, mountain roads. The area has a rural, small-town atmosphere, we are blessed to live in a
beautiful natural environment with plentiful outdoor recreational opportunities (skiing, fishing, boating,
hiking, biking, and more), and we are completely dependent upon outdoor tourism for our economic
survival. Because of our unique setting, we are naturally socially distanced from others, and this
geography and natural environment are undoubtedly the key reasons we have been fortunate with regard
to COVID-19.
San Bernardino County is the largest county by land area in the United States, with a total area of more
than 20,000 sq. miles, and has a total population of approximately 2.2 million people. The vast majority of
the County population is concentrated in the western end of our county, in close proximity to the Los
Angeles region. The Big Bear Valley consists of approximately 265 square miles with a population of
approximately 22,000, is removed from the main population centers in our County, and enjoys a vastly
different lifestyle than our suburban neighbors. We are fortunate to be removed from the challenges these
suburban areas face, but also fortunate to have larger city amenities within an hour’s drive.
Rick Herrick, Mayor

Randy Putz, Mayor Pro Tem

David Caretto, City Council

Frank A. Rush, Jr., City Manager

Bob Jackowski, City Council

Bill Jahn, City Council

frush@citybigbearlake.com
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The City of Big Bear Lake is the only incorporated city in the Big Bear Valley, and because of our isolation
from other populated areas, the entire Valley looks to the City for leadership on Valley-wide issues. The
City maintains an excellent working relationship with San Bernardino County and other regional local
government agencies serving the Big Bear Valley, and we have been in close coordination throughout the
COVID-19 event.
Our COVID-19 Experience – Fortunate And Manageable, But Economically Devastating
The Big Bear Valley has diligently implemented and enforced your “stay at home” order for the duration of
the COVID-19 event, and our community’s diligence and responsible behavior have paid off. Thankfully,
we have experienced only limited public health and health care system impacts in the Big Bear Valley.
Additionally, despite its large size and population, San Bernardino County has also been relatively
fortunate, and the COVID-19 crisis has been and continues to be manageable in our county. We note the
following for your consideration:


The incidence of COVID-19 is low in the Big Bear Valley with a cumulative total of 9 confirmed cases.
There were a total of 3 cases by the end of March, 8 cases by the end of April, and now a total of 9 cases.



Thankfully, there have been no COVID-19 deaths in the Big Bear Valley.



Bear Valley Community Hospital, our local hospital, relocated patients from its skilled nursing facility to an
off-site, isolated location several weeks ago, and there are no COVID-19 cases among these individuals or
hospital staff. The hospital has more than 30 beds available, and has had few overnight patients for the
duration of the COVID-19 event. There are a total of 7 ventilators available for use in our community.



Big Bear Fire Department, our emergency medical services provider, has consistently reported lower than
typical call volumes for the duration of the COVID-19 event.



In all of San Bernardino County, with approximately 6,000 total hospital beds, the number of patients
hospitalized with COVID-19 (confirmed and suspected) is decreasing at a steady pace, and has not
exceeded 451 patients (peak occurred on April 10). There are currently 218 patients hospitalized with
COVID-19 (confirmed and suspected).



In all of San Bernardino County, the number of intensive care patients with COVID-19 (confirmed and
suspected) is also decreasing at a steady pace, and has not exceeded 124 patients (peak occurred on April
10). There are currently 65 patients hospitalized in ICU with COVID-19 (confirmed and suspected).



In all of San Bernardino County, there are a total of 839 ventilators. There are currently a total of 74
COVID-19 patients (confirmed and suspected) utilizing a ventilator, and 200 patients utilizing a ventilator for
other ailments. There are currently 565 ventilators not in use in our county. The number of COVD-19
patients (confirmed and suspected) utilizing a ventilator has remained constant.



Adequate COVID-19 testing is available for all Big Bear Valley residents, both locally in the Valley and in
nearby communities located just off the mountain. Anyone who wants a test can secure a test.



Most local businesses, nearly all of which rely on tourism to survive, have now been closed for nearly 8
weeks. Although you have noted recently that 70% of the California economy is functioning, that is not the
case in our community (and likely many others that lack a diverse economy). It is estimated that 70% (or
more) of our local economy is NOT functioning, and our community is and will continue to suffer significant
harm – from which many will never recover.
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The Big Bear Valley has achieved both of the key goals expressed at the beginning of the COVID-19 event
in March. First, the spread of COVID-19 has been slowed and minimized in the Big Bear Valley, and our
community has and continues to act responsibly. Second, COVID-19 has not overwhelmed the health care
system in the Big Bear Valley nor San Bernardino County, and there is adequate (and perhaps greater)
capacity in our health care facilities.
Variance Criteria – Big Bear Valley Checks All The Boxes
The Big Bear Valley, either within the Valley or as part of San Bernardino County, meets the variance
criteria outlined by your Administration. Evidence is presented below:


There has been 1 new case identified in the Big Bear Valley in the past 14 days, or approximately 0.45
cases per 10,000.



As noted above, there have been no COVID-19 deaths in the Big Bear Valley for the duration of the COVID19 event.



Adequate protection is available for essential critical infrastructure workers in the Big Bear Valley, and there
are no current shortages of equipment or supplies.



Adequate COVID-19 testing is available for all Big Bear Valley residents, both locally in the Valley and in
nearby communities located just off the mountain. Additionally, the City of Big Bear Lake commits to fund
antibody testing for all residents at such time that public health officials identify and recommend the most
effective and reliable antibody testing product.



Contact tracing has either already been completed or is nearing completion for all confirmed COVID-19
cases in the Big Bear Valley. Additionally, the City of Big Bear Lake commits to fund a dedicated position(s)
to conduct contact tracing in the Big Bear Valley, working under the direction of public health officials.



As outlined above, there is adequate hospital capacity and ventilator capacity, both in the Big Bear Valley
and throughout San Bernardino County.



As noted above, Bear Valley Community Hospital has relocated skilled nursing facility patients to an off-site,
isolated location. There have been no COVID-19 cases at this facility, and hospital staff have implemented
safe procedures to protect these most vulnerable individuals. Additionally, the City’s Plan includes efforts to
further protect other vulnerable residents in our community.



The City’s Plan outlines a safe, responsible strategy to reopen our community in a phased and fair manner
that effectively balances public health with economic and social needs. Adjustments to this Plan will be
considered in real time by the City Council and City Manager as circumstances evolve in our community,
and in consultation with County and other governmental officials.

The City will continue to work with San Bernardino County and our other governmental and health care partners to
ensure that we continue to meet your variance criteria moving forward.

Our Plan Keeps Our Community Safer Than Statewide Restrictions
The City’s Plan was developed over a 3-week period, initially drafted by City staff, presented publicly to the
community and reviewed by the City Council, further reviewed and improved by a broad ad hoc committee
of community members and business leaders, again presented publicly, reviewed again by City Council,
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and ultimately unanimously adopted by the City Council on May 11. The City’s Plan enjoys broad support
in our community, and we are anxious to implement this plan as soon as possible.
As you have acknowledged, the impact of COVID-19 and the associated restrictions has been and
continues to vary significantly across our vast State. There are considerably different experiences in
northern and southern California, urban and rural areas, mountain and coastal and desert communities,
and with very different economic considerations. These different experiences confirm that “one size does
not fit all” in a state as large as California, and also in a county as large as San Bernardino.
In recognition of the relatively fortunate experience of the Big Bear Valley, the fact that Statewide
restrictions are designed for the large urban centers in California that have been most impacted by COVID19, and the growing frustration among our residents and businesses, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
enforce Statewide restrictions. This non-compliance has the potential to create a less safe condition in the
Big Bear Valley than that which can be achieved by the implementation of the City’s Plan. The City’s Plan
is safe, responsible, thoughtful, fair, easy to consistently message, flexible, and nimble, and there is
widespread support in our community – all of which will promote greater compliance and more efficient and
effective enforcement.
We are certain that, as a former City official, you recognize that local government is best equipped to meet
the needs of California communities. We know the conditions on the ground, we know our residents and
businesses, and we understand their concerns and challenges. A State as large as California or a County
as large as San Bernardino simply cannot be as effective as our local community in guiding us through this
unprecedented challenge. We expect to continue to rely on the State’s and the County’s guidance and
support, and simply ask you to delegate policy decisions to our local officials, as outlined in the attached
“Plan for the Safe, Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake”. You have our firm commitment to keep our
community safe.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration,

Rick Herrick, Mayor
Copy:

Dr. Sonia Angell, California Public Health Director
Mayor Pro Tem Putz and Council Members Caretto, Jackowski, and Jahn
Frank A. Rush, Jr., City Manager
Dawn Rowe, San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors
Gary McBride, San Bernardino County Chief Executive Officer
Leonard Hernandez, San Bernardino County Chief Operating Officer

Attachments:
“Plan for the Safe, Responsible Reopening of Big Bear Lake”
Business Guidelines and Best Practices for Reopening in Big Bear Lake
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May 6, 2020
Pandemic Response Committee
Recommended Plan for the
SAFE, RESPONSIBLE REOPENING OF BIG BEAR LAKE
Committee Members:
Mayor Rick Herrick, Chair
Mayor Pro-Tem Randy Putz, Vice Chair
JoAnn Cecil, Destination Big Bear
Oliver Deubel, Big Bear Frontier
Dallas Goldsmith, Goldsmiths Sports
Liz Harris, At-Large Member
Ron Peavy, At-Large Member
Wade Reeser, Big Bear Mountain Resorts
Ron Vandenbroeke, Stone Entertainment Group

Fundamental Goals / Requirements:


The plan should balance all aspects of the COVID-19 issue and all community
concerns, including health, medical, scientific, economic, financial, social, and
political concerns. Decisions should not be based solely on one aspect or
concern.



The plan should be simple, easy to understand, and easy to communicate to our
residents, businesses, and visitors. Public messaging about the plan should be
consistent across jurisdictions and agencies, and should utilize public signage,
business signage, and traditional and digital communications platforms.



The plan should have a basic reliance on social distancing, limits on group
gatherings, face coverings, and proper hygiene. All individuals shall carry
appropriate face coverings on their person, for use during all interactions with
others. Our residents, businesses, and visitors must diligently commit to
honoring these requirements. Proper messaging, social pressure, and targeted
enforcement will be vital.
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Restrictions imposed should regulate personal and business behavior, and
specifically not seek to dictate which businesses may operate and which
businesses may not operate. Different businesses will operate safely based on
their diligent adherence to behavioral restrictions and “best practices”, and not
based on the type of product or service offered.



The plan should limit business occupancy in a reasonable way, but ensure that
occupancy limits still allow for profitable business activities.



All businesses should be able to operate on the same general timeline, and
should implement “best practices” specifically developed by local business
professionals, industry experts, trade associations, and licensing boards for each
business segment.



Business activities that involve direct physical contact between the employee /
provider and the customer / patient (doctor offices, dental offices, hair salons,
tattoo parlors, and nail salons) should implement additional, special procedures
and restrictions specifically determined by licensing boards and/or health
officials.



All businesses in the same business segment should be treated equally, and
subject to the same general restrictions, “best practices”, and timeline.



The most vulnerable residents of our community (over age 65, significant other
health issues, compromised immune systems) should continue to be advised to
take appropriate precautions and limit their interactions with others to the
maximum extent practical.



The responsibility for operating safely shall be placed firmly upon the business,
and smart businesses will recognize that their customers will demand (and
reward) those businesses that operate safely.



The plan must allow the City to be nimble and act quickly as circumstances
dictate. The City must be willing to re-institute more stringent restrictions if
necessary to protect public health and safety, and must also be willing to loosen
restrictions as permitted by the Governor and/or County officials and as
warranted to promote a successful local economy.
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Immediate Phase – “Responsible Reopening”
Target Period: As Soon as Permission Granted by Governor Newsom and/or San
Bernardino County
Key Assumptions: continuing low incidence of COVID-19, continued adequate
healthcare system capacity, and consent from Governor Newsom and/or San Bernardino
County.


Eliminate “stay at home order”, and allow free movement in the community.
o Group gatherings limited to groups of 10 only, unless from same
household or family unit.
o Maintain effective physical and social distancing in all interactions.
o All individuals shall carry appropriate face coverings on their person, for
use during all interactions with others.
o Most vulnerable residents advised to take appropriate precautions and
limit their interactions with others to the maximum extent practical.



Allow all businesses (no distinction between types of business activities – retail,
restaurant, service, entertainment, recreation all permitted) and churches in Big
Bear Lake to operate, including all lodging and vacation rental accommodations.
o All businesses and churches limited to 50% of typical occupancy, as per
established and posted occupancy limits. Grocery stores are not subject to
occupancy limits, but are subject to all other requirements outlined herein.
o All businesses and churches must require patrons to maintain minimum of
6 ft. separation from all patrons and employees during all aspects of
transaction / experience.
o All businesses and churches required to staff entrance to maintain 50%
occupancy threshold, instruct patrons regarding other restrictions.
o Installation of hand washing stations or hand sanitizing stations, or
immediate direction to restroom when entering establishment is required.
o Implement business and industry “best practices”, recommended
disinfection procedures, and frequency.
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o Implement appropriate protections for employees and provide appropriate
PPE for job tasks.
o Face coverings are required for all business and church activity.


Restaurants permitted to operate take-out, delivery, and at 50% of permitted
occupancy for authorized indoor and outdoor seating.
o Must maintain 6 ft. separation for all parties, for both indoor and permitted
outdoor seating.
o Restaurant seating limited to 50% of permitted occupancy for both indoor
and permitted outdoor seating.
o Implement business and industry “best practices”, recommended
disinfection procedures, and frequency.
o Implement appropriate protections for employees and provide appropriate
PPE for job tasks.
o Face coverings are required for all business activity, except while
physically eating and/or drinking.



All lodging and vacation rental accommodations permitted to operate.
o Limited to 50% of available managed units occupied at any given time.


For example, a lodging facility with 100 rooms may only allow
occupancy of 50 rooms on any given night.



For example, a vacation rental management company responsible
for 20 units may only allow bookings in 10 units on any given
night.



A self-managed vacation rental unit may only be offered for 50%
of the weekday days and 50% of the weekend days in any given
month.



The lodging facility, vacation rental management company, or selfmanaged vacation rental owner shall submit a signed certification
to the City indicating that the manager / owner will at all times
comply with 50% limits specified herein.
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Violations of this limit subject the lodging facility or vacation
rental management company to potential revocation of business
license. Violations of this limit will subject the manager / owner
of the vacation rental unit to potential revocation of TPHR permit.

o Normal individual unit occupancy limits apply to each lodging facility unit
and vacation rental unit. For example, a vacation rental unit permitted for
6 occupants may be occupied by 6. A vacation rental unit permitted for 10
people may be occupied by 10, and so on.
o Guests must adhere to 6 ft. separation requirements from other parties and
individuals, limits on group gatherings, face coverings, and proper
hygiene.
o Face coverings are required for all business interactions involving lodging
facilities and vacation rental accommodations.
o Common areas in lodging facilities limited to 50% of permitted occupancy
and 6 ft. separation requirements.
o Implement business and industry “best practices”, recommended
disinfection procedures, and frequency.
o Implement appropriate protections for employees and provide appropriate
PPE for job tasks.
o Managers and owners required to properly educate guests prior to arrival.
In-person check-in requirements remain in effect for vacation rentals to
ensure proper communication of community restrictions.
o Vacation rental management company or vacation rental owner required
to encourage guests to:


Bring food and other supplies from their home community, so as
not to deplete local stores, and/or



Patronize local restaurants and food establishments, including takeout and delivery options.

o City enforcement staff granted immediate eviction authority for violations
of restrictions.
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Other Important Elements
o All individuals shall carry appropriate face coverings on their person, for
use during all interactions with others.
o Big Bear Chamber of Commerce to work with local businesses to
establish special shopping hours and discounts for senior citizens and
other vulnerable residents.
o Plan is subject to immediate review and adjustment by City Council and
City Manager as needed to address emerging concerns.

_______________________________________________________________________
Not included in Committee recommendation, but suggested for future City Council
consideration in order to promote 6 Ft. separation and expanded business
opportunities:


Consider closing Pine Knot Avenue and Village Drive to vehicular traffic every
Saturday beginning at 10 am until Sunday at 6 pm.
o Special accommodations made for business owners with limited access
only from these streets.
o Vehicle travel lanes converted to pedestrian travel only.
o For businesses in The Village (Pine Knot Avenue and Village Drive),
consider outdoor display of merchandise, goods, services, and restaurant
seating on public sidewalks and on-street parking stalls in the frontage
available to that business, subject to applicable ADA requirements.



Consider allowing all businesses to engage in outdoor display of merchandise,
goods, services, and restaurant seating on business property.
o Consider outdoor display of merchandise, goods, services, and restaurant
seating on business property in parking areas, other landscaped areas
owned or leased by the business, subject to applicable ADA requirements
o For restaurants, combined 50% indoor and permitted outdoor seating plus
additional authorized outdoor seating would not exceed currently
permitted indoor and permitted outdoor occupancy (i.e., the pre COVID19 permitted occupancy).
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o For restaurants, alcohol consumption would be permitted only in
previously-permitted indoor and outdoor seating areas. Alcohol
consumption would not occur in additional authorized outdoor seating.
o The business would be required to maintain sufficient parking availability
to meet customer demand.
o The business would be required to maintain proper litter control protocols.
_______________________________________________________________________
Future Phase(s) – “Full Reopening – 100% Occupancy”
Target Period: To Be Determined / As Soon as Deemed Safe
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